Abstract

Currently, in PT. MULTI KENCANA NIAGATAMA the Production Planning and Inventory Control operations are still conducted manually. Our thesis will develop a system that automates the Production Planning and Inventory Control operations. Consequently, the system will reduce unnecessary human error and in the other hand, increase work performance and productivity. Besides that, the system will also be the document data archives for further use. So in the end, the system will save company’s cost and time.

The system design is based on the current system. So basically we transform the current system into an automated computer based system that able to manage and archive PDF documents for further use. The method we used in building the system is data and process modeling.

Methodology that is used in developing the system application is rapid application development, which covers phased development life cycle. Moreover, we will develop this thesis using open source system: PHP as the programming language and MYSQL as the database. We also used external library for PDF in PHP, which called FPDF.

The system that we built will increase the effectiveness and efficiency of production planning and inventory control system in PT. MULTI KENCANA NIAGATAMA and reduce any human errors in previous system. To summarize, we hope what we intend to do in this thesis can help PT. MULTI KENCANA NIAGATAMA in managing the inventory control and production process.
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